
HYDROPOOL
Self-Cleaning
Hot Tubs

Creating time
       for what matters



nothing rewards 
your body and soul... 
quite the same as 

a Hydropool
Self-Cleaning
Hot Tub 
Let’s face it, life gets busier and more 
demanding each day… it seems you 
never have time to rest. Imagine your 
own personal get-a-way, a place where 
you can relax, meditate, and enjoy quiet 
times… by yourself, with family or with 
friends. Feel the stress and tension seep 
out of your body as you sit back, stretch 
out, and let the combination of warm 
water, pulsating jets, and the natural 
buoyancy of water do their magic.

Indoors or out, a Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
Hot Tub will create more time for what 
 matters. Whether in a corner of your 
 home, in a solarium, conservatory or 
 amidst your deck or backyard, a 
Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub will 
“rekindle” romance and relationships 
with family and friends.
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“We absolutely love the hot tub and it 
has provided countless hours of relaxation. 
It is definitely a great stress reliever. ”
                       Alan Hunt, Proud Owner of a Hydropool Hot Tub

a Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub

will help you feel, work, 
play and sleep better!

start your day 
off right
Imagine how much better your day 
will start when you slip into your 
own Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot 
Tub for a few minutes each morning. 
Your circulation will improve, your 
muscles will relax and feel better, 
and your state of mind will be 
enhanced. You will be better 
prepared to face a hectic day at 
work, a workout at the gym or a 
round of golf at the club.



soothe those tired
and aching muscles
The heat of your Hydropool Self-
Cleaning Hot Tub results in collagen 
tissue becoming more flexible, 
benefiting many people with 
arthritic symptoms. Doctors have 
advised people with arthritis that 
soaking in warm water several times 
a day relaxes muscles and joints and 
helps induce restful sleep.
The resulting stress and muscle 
tension relief has also led many 
migraine sufferers to claim that hot 
tub use reduces the frequency and 
severity of their headaches.

“ We call our hot tub ‘Hydropool Heaven’, after a long 
 hard day at the office it’s great coming home to our     
 little piece of  Heaven.”
        Brian & Wendy Chin Quan, Proud Owners of a Hydropool Hot Tub

sleep better
The heat, improved blood circulation,
tension relief, and quicker lactic acid 
removal will result in a comforting 
state of relaxation and tranquility, 
assisting you to sleep better at night.

relieve stress & relax
When you’re relaxing, you enjoy 
life more. It is easier to converse, 
share intimacies, smile and laugh. 
You’ll look forward to your times 
in your hot tub. Hydropool Self-
Cleaning Hot Tubs are also great for 
entertaining. Your guests will leave 
with fond memories of the time 
spent with you in your hot tub.
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body form lounger

contoured bench seat

multisage seat    

contoured bench seat 

x-treme therapy seat 

cool down seat 

(numbers refer to the top view of a Hydropool Hot Tub on the opposite page.)

   exceeding your
  expectations with... 
 superior comfort
and hydrotherapy.

For over 30 years Hydropool has evolved with 
what we call “continuous engineering”. 
We strive to be the best and nothing less will do.
The result is a hot tub renowned worldwide for
quality and performance. All models are 
ergonomically designed for body support and 
comfort. Soft, comfortable pillows gently support 
your head and neck while wide, lumbar support
seats cradle your body.
Hydropool’s unique Versa Massage hydrotherapy 
system adds the final touch, massaging every 
inch of your body.

A variety of deep bucket seats, higher cool down 
seats, comfortable bench seats and body form 
loungers give everyone a seat of choice. Extra 
large foot wells allow you to stretch out, relax
and enjoy.
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reflexology
foot jets

high performance 
electronic controls wide and safe access 

with non-slip steps
wide-mouth 

skimmer
with pre-filter

speaker

super soft pillows

versa massage
diverter valvebuilt in 

floor vacuum 
x-treme

therapy seat

premium
waterfall

pillow

armrest
with wrist

jet

deep
seating
ensures

comfortable
full-body

water
submersion

aromatherapy
injector

large, easy 
access 
top-load filter

built-in 
ice bucket

air
flow 
controls

level
ledge

spill over
prevention lip

rubber
mounted
motors
provide 
noise and
vibration free 
operation
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Hydropool strives to be the best with...
innovative design features.



3  floor vacuum
Dirt sinks to the bottom of the 
hot tub and is drawn into 
strategically placed vacuum 
holes by means of the hot 
tub pump. 

1  skimmer
Water from the surface of the 
hot tub is drawn into the high 
flow skimmer by the hot tub 
pump. This action skims the 
surface free of any floating 
debris and oils.

n No need to vacuum  
 the hot tub
n	 Water care products are 
 effectively circulated
n	 Eliminates circulation  
 dead spots

n Removes floating debris and oils.
n Increases filtration. 
n Moves debris into pre-filter.

2  pre-filter
The pre-filter traps large particles 
and removes them prior to 
entering the hot tub pump and 
heating system.

n Prevents larger debris from 
 clogging pump and heater.
n Safely traps jewelry or other items 
 that may come loose from bathers.
n Extends micro-filter cleaning cycles.

the world’s easiest hot tub to maintain is...

the Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub.
The technologically advanced self-cleaning system, simultaneously 
removes surface debris and cleans the bottom of the hot tub with 
it’s built-in floor vacuum.

To jets

Pressurized
Micro Filter

Heater

Pump

Ozonator

Floor Vacuum

Ozone 
Mixing 

Chamber

Ozone Jet

Mazzei 
Injector

Skimmer

Pre-Filter

Automatic 
Chemical 

Feeder

this is why self-cleaning matters...
Worrying about water care is a constant issue 
when maintaining a traditional hot tub, but with 
the Hydropool Self-Cleaning System, we take 
your worries away. The Self-Cleaning System 
cleanses 100% of the water every 15 minutes. 

That’s an incredible 8 times in 2 hours! Only  
a Hydropool has this wonderful technology  
in place with its consumers in mind. The  
Self-Cleaning System takes the worry and work 
away, with a  hands free system to safeguard  
        you and your family.
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 mazzei 

      injected ozone
When mixed with water, ozone 
is a highly effective oxidizer that 
assists in removing unwanted 
contaminates from the hot tub 
water.

n Dramatically reduces     
 sanitizer usage
n	 Clearer, cleaner water
n	 Odorless and effortless

6
 automatic 

      chemical feeder
Before the water re-enters the hot
tub, the water is filtered and is then 
treated with chlorine or bromine 
that ensures that the hot tub water
is safe and bacteria free.

n Protects bathers.
n	 Ensures crisp, clear water.
n	 Convenient and economical.

5
 pressurized 

      micro filtration
Almost all of the water drawn 
by the pump is forced through 
a 10 micron cartridge filter under 
pressure. The micro filter removes 
particles before sending the water 
back into the hot tub.

n Large size element results in 
 extended cleaning cycles.
n	 Easy access while out of 
 sight from bathers.
n	 100% filtration every 15 minutes.
n	 No odor escapes during hot tub use.

here’s how most other hot tubs filter
With most other hot tubs, more than half of the water bypasses the  
filter, resulting in surface cleaning only! With no floor filtration, only  
the surface water is filtered and the user needs to regularly vacuum  
the bottom of the hot tub.  Additionally, up to 50% of the water  
bypasses the filter and is re-circulated back into the hot tub without  
being cleaned.

filtervacuum

accumulated dirt

to pump
and jets
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experience superior hydrotherapy with 
Hydropool’s Versa Massage.
Hydropool’s medium, full-sized and over-sized stainless steel
Versa massage Jets are fully adjustable and interchangeable.
Every body is different, each 
with it’s own unique needs and 
hydrotherapy requirements. 
Sometimes a gentle, wide-body 
massage is desired for general 
relaxation and stress relief, other 
times a penetrating high velocity 
flow is needed to invigorate and 
relieve tired or aching muscles.
Hydropool’s unique “Versa Massage” 

combines the benefits of all the 
best jet sizes, types and designs 
available, ensuring you receive the 
customized massage just right 
for you. With the simple touch 
of a button, the swing of the 
Hydropool diverter valve, or turn 
of the adjustable jets, your 
Hydropool can be converted from a

gentle soothing all-body massage to 
an invigorating, penetrating massage 
specifically targeted to the muscles 
of your choice. Full force, gentle 
massage, or somewhere in  
between… the Hydropool “Versa 
Massage” gives you the choice to 
select your desired level of intensity.

2  customized adjustable 
         hydrotherapy 
Hydropool’s therapeutic X-treme therapy 
seats are fully adjustable for the ultimate 
full body massage. Many models include 
seats with over hanging shoulder jets to 
provide a strong, full upper back, shoulder 
and neck massage while foot and calf jets 
relieve foot and leg tension. Take a load off 
of your feet with Hydropool’s adjustable foot 
jets and Reflexology Foot massage for the 
ultimate in relaxation and tension relief. 

3  key hydrotherapy zones 
A variety of deep bucket seats, higher cool 
down seats, comfortable bench seats and 
body form loungers give everyone a seat of 
choice. Extra large foot wells allow you to 
stretch out, relax and enjoy.

1  choose your  
 hydrotherapy series 
Don’t let other hot tub manufacturers tell 
you what to purchase. Your hydrotherapy 
needs are what matters and only Hydropool 
lets you choose exactly what is right for you. 
First, select the model that is the right size, 
color and interior configuration for your 
application. Then, select from a number of 
available hydrotherapy packages to  
complete your hot tub package that is  
customized just for you. 

silver 
series

gold 
   series

platinum
series

titanium
series

titanium plus
series

versa massage 
system has...

Easy to turn diverter selector 
valve directs water and monitors 
flow to the jets of your choice.

1)
Micro directional jets provide 
finger-point massage.  Micro 
pulsator jets provide invigorating 
massage.

3)Top-side air controls allow you to 
dial in more air for greater intensity, 
or less air for a softer massage.

2)
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6  balanced hydraulic design
While many manufacturers market their 
hot tubs with large over rated pumps, 
Hydropool delivers optimal pressure to the 
jets while using the least amount of effort 
possible. High performance pumps combined 
with high flow plumbing techniques are at 
the heart of Hydropool’s design. This results 
in lower operating costs, a quieter hot tub 
experience and a smoother running and more 
enjoyable system.

5  customized and interchangable 
         stainless steel jets 
The ultimate in Hydropool’s Versa Massage 
is the ability to customize your hot tub to 
ensure optimum relief for your specific aches, 
pains or injuries. The Versa Massage System 
enables you to move jets and build your very 
own customized hydrotherapy system.

4  premium waterfall 
        jet with pillow 
Hydropool Hot Tubs uniquely designed 
adjustable “Premium Water Fall Jet” 
 releases the body’s natural endorphins 
that act as natural pain killers and help 
relieve stress, headaches and pain.  
Simply turn the dedicated control valve 
that is located within arms reach of the 
seat and adjust the flow as desired.

Over-sized power spinners 
and massage jets provide a 
pulsating, deep tissue massage.

6)
Full-sized directional pulsators, 
and multi-port massage jets 
provide an invigorating and 
penetrating massage.

5)
Medium spinning jets provide 
wide-body massage, while 
directional jets provide finger-
point massage.

4)



Our HydroWise 
approved hot tubs are 
among the few in the 
industry that have 
passed the California 
Energy Commission’s 
rigorous energy  
efficiency testing.

1  insulating air pocket 

An air space between the hot tub shell and 
specially installed vapor barrier retains 
heat energy from the hot tub plumbing 
and hot tub water. This supports the hot 
tub plumbing and should you need  
access to the plumbing in the future, the 
air pocket makes this very easy.

2  first thermal shield 

A Thermal Seal Blanket is wrapped 
around the vapor barrier. High density 
insulation is applied to the base of the  
hot tub and at the top and bottom of the 
Thermal Seal Blanket. This creates the  
first of two Thermal Shield.

3  second thermal shield 

An air chamber is created between 
the first Thermal Shield and a second 
layer of Thermal Seal Blanket that is 
installed on the inside perimeter of 
the hot tub cabinet. This air chamber 
allows the excess heat created by the 
pump(s) to be utilized resulting in 
reduced operating costs and forms the 
second of two Thermal Shields.

engineered to be the most energy-efficient hot tub built in the world 

Double Thermal Shield Insulating System.
Our innovative Thermal Seal Blanket along with our superior 
4 inch HydroWise Hard Cover keeps the heat in and the cold out.
Combine this with our ability to utilize the excess heat created 
by the pumps allows you to enjoy the benefits of hot water 
and hydrotherapy for... 

just a few cents per day.
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4  programmable controls 

Your Hydropool Hot Tub does not need to 
continually operate. Select your desired 
water temperature and the hot tub  
automatically maintains this temperature 
while ensuring that your hot tub is  
automatically conserving as much  
energy as possible. The efficiency of the 
Self-Cleaning System reduces the amount 
of time that the pumps need to run which 
further reduces the hot tubs operating 
costs.

4  adjustable thermal vents 

The air chamber that is created by the two 
Thermal Shields may cause the hot tub  
to overheat. Adjustable Thermal Vents  
are installed to exhaust the heat in the 
warmer months and retain the heat in  
the colder months as required.

5  HydroWise Hard Cover             
        and Polymer Base 

The hot tub is capped off with our  
HydroWise 4” cover on the top and  
heavy duty Polymer Base on the bottom. 
This completely seals the hot tub to  
ensure maximum durability and  
efficiency.



No shop vac 
needed

No sump 
pump needed

experience the ease of 
Hydropool’s advanced technology

Quick Drain System.
Find more time to relax in your soothing bubbling hot 
tub that actually drains itself with the hot tub pump. 
With the convenience of the quick drain system and the 
science of the worry-free Hydropool Self-Cleaning technology, 
you’ll wish everything in life could be this easy.

Unlike other hot tubs that gravity drain….

A Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub 
uses the hot tub pump to quickly 
drain the hot tub water. This saves 
time and allows you to pump the  
hot tub water to the location of your 
choice. Gravity drain systems are 
much slower and generally restrict 
drainage to gardens or other less 

desirable locations. This innovative  
feature saves the time and hassle  
often associated with regular hot tub 
maintenance and even eliminates 
the need for a submersible pump 
and wet/dry vacuum to perform 
periodic hot tub drain and refills.
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Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs have...

set the standard with their 
”more than” standard features.

1) world famous 
     comfortable and 
     spacious design

Each and every Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub mould is hand 
crafted by experienced designers and is carefully thought out  
to provide the ultimate in comfort, safety and versatility. Only  
the Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub includes the exclusive  
level ledge and spill lip for the ultimate in performance and  
convenience.

2) three stage acrylic 
      and polymer shell

All Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub 
shells are vacuum formed from the  
finest acrylic available today. After  
the acrylic is vacuum formed, a  
layer ofvinyl ester based glass loc 
fiberglass is applied to ensure perfect 
bonding of the finished shell structure 
to the acrylic. Several layers of  
polyester based glass loc fiberglass  
is applied to make one of the  
strongest shells in the industry.

8) super soft pillows
Every Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
Hot Tub includes strategically  
placed super soft pillows. 
Sit back and fully relax while        
enjoying the unmatched  
comfort of a Hydropool Hot Tub.

7) HydroWise insulating cover
Hydropool locks in heat and keeps       
unwanted persons out with one  
of the industries finest safety  
hardcovers. The safety hardcover 
measures four inches thick in the 
middle and tapers to three inches 
on each end. The marine grade vinyl 
cover is lockable to prevent it from 
opening in windy conditions while 
keeping small animals and children 
out. The taper to each end allows  
any snow and water to run away 
from the hot tub.

6) electronic soft touch controls
State of the art electronic controls 
are at the heart of every Hydropool       
Self-Cleaning Hot Tub. They offer you       
piece of mind and the assurance of full        
control over your hot tub including a        
number of safeguards that are built-in       
to ensure worry-free enjoyment.

1

6
7

8
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11) automatic water 
 purification (ozone)

When mixed with water, ozone 
is a highly effective oxidizer that 
assists in removing unwanted 
contaminates from the hot tub 
water. Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
Hot Tubs include a mazzei ozone 
injection system that keeps 
the ozone in the water and 
dramatically improves the 
performance of the system. 

10) safety grab handles
Built right into the hot tub mould on
every Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot         
Tub is a number of safety grab 
handles. These maintenance free 
grab handles help you to safely 
move around the interior of the 
hot tub and help you to sit in and 
out of the different styles of seating.

9) premium 20 LED lighting
All Hydropool Self-Cleaning  
Hot Tubs include the added  
convenience and reliability  
of Hydropool’s LED lighting, 
featuring 20 bright LED lights.  
On top of this, sequence through  
solid color choices of blue,  
green, red and white. 

11

5) stainless steel high 
      performance heate

A stainless steel housing is  
installed in the equipment area  
of our Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
Hot Tubs. This corrosion free and 
long lasting heater housing 
contains a fully immersed 4 KW* 
heating element that warms 
the water up quickly after being 
freshly filled with water and  
efficiently maintains your favorite 
temperature.

4) stainless steel versa massage 
      hydrotherapy jetting

The ultimate in Hydropool’s         
“Versa Massage System” is the ability 
to customize the intensity of the 
hydrotherapy to ensure optimal relief 
for your specific aches, pains or injuries.  
Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs are 
designed with a variety of different        
massage jets to ensure that your stress        
is demolished and you receive 
maximum enjoyment from your hot tub.

3) powerful 240 volt pumping 
 system*

Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs use  
only a rugged 56 frame, fan cooled      
pump system that is hydraulically 
balanced to deliver perfect water 
pressure to each hot tub jet. Using 
this style of pump provides solid state       
starting reliability, double shaft seal       
protection and includes a heavy duty       
ball bearing system.

9
10
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*Europe - 230V/3KW



Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub are

over equipped with twenty-two
standard features

12) automatic chemical feeder
After the hot tub water is 
treated with ozone, the water 
is then treated with chlorine 
or bromine. This ensures that 
the bathers are fully protected 
and that the hot tub water is 
safe and bacteria free.

12

13) ice bucket
All Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
Hot Tubs include a built in ice 
bucket to keep your favourite 
drinks cool and convenient. 
Melted ice is automatically
drained from the ice bucket 
by means of a jet in the hot 
tub eliminating any need to 
worry about water build up.

13

14) truss supported clear  
 cedar cabinetry  with  
 removable panels 

Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs are 
exclusively available with our Cedar or 
Maintanance-Free Everlast Cabinetry. 
This high quality cabinetry is installed 
onto a truss supported solid frame for 
the ultimate in strength and durability.  
In the unlikely event that you require  
access to the hot tub plumbing or  
equipment all four panels are removable 
for easy service access. Choose from 
Clean Cedar, Natural, Driftwood or  
Espresso Everlast. 

14

18) 10 year / 5 year / 5 year  
 guarantee

Hydropool Hot Tubs are built to  
stand the test of time. Hydropool  
guarantees the hot tub shell for a  
full 10 years, the acrylic surface 
for 5 years and the operating 
equipment and plumbing for  
5 years. Parts and labor according 
to the Hydropool guarantee  
payment schedule is included. 
Please note that hard covers and 
audio / visual equipment is  
guaranteed for one year. Refer  
to the warranty card for  
complete details.

18

19) premium waterfall jet  
 with pillow

Hydropool Hot Tubs uniquely 
designed adjustable “Water 
Fall Jet” releases the body’s 
natural endorphins that act as 
natural pain killers and help 
to relieve stress, headaches 
and pain. Simply turn the 
dedicated control valve that is 
located within arms reach of 
the seat and adjust the flow 
as desired. 

19

20) “Double Thermal Shield” 
 energy efficient insulation 

Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs are  
engineered to be the most energy efficient  
hot tub built in the world. Our innovative 
Thermal Seal Blanket along with our superior 
4” HydroWise Hard Cover keeps the heat in 
and the cold out. Combine this with our  
ability to utilize the excess heat created by  
the pump(s) and you can enjoy the benefits 
of hot water and hydrotherapy for just a few 
cents per day! Hydropool Hot Tubs are now 
recognized by the California energy  
commission as an Energy Efficient Appliance.

20



15) self-supporting  
 multilam cradle

Hydropool goes the 
distance and installs the 
industry’s strongest hot 
tub support system avail-
able. Say “yes” to nearly 
every installation scenario 
and delete the furniture 
grade cedar cabinet. The 
hot tub is fully supported 
by the “Self-Supporting 
Multilam Cradle”.

15

16) polymer base 
The entire foot print of 
each and every Hydropool 
Hot Tub is sealed off with a 
weather resistant polymer 
base. The base is snugly  
fastened to the wood  
support structure and is  
designed to keep out  
unwanted animals and  
pests while keeping the  
heat in and protecting the 
hot tub from the elements. 

16

17) high flow, triple fastened  
 manifold plumbing 

Hydropool Hot Tubs are hydraulically 
balanced to deliver maximum water 
flow at the jet while delivering a 
smooth, quiet and energy efficient 
experience. Plumbing joints are  
cemented onto barbed fittings  
and then further secured with a  
hydraulically installed galvanized 
steel clamp. 

17

21) Self-Cleaning System
Thanks to Hydropool’s innovative Self-Cleaning System, our 
premium line of hot tubs is considered the easiest hot tub in 
the world to maintain. The water is drawn simultaneously 
through the built in floor vacuum and high flow skimmer. It 
is then pre-filtered, ozonated, microfiltered, sanitized with 
chlorine or bromine and then returned to the hot tub. In fact, 
100% of the water is cleansed every fifteen minutes negating 
the need for a dedicated circulation pump.

21
22) Quick Drain System

Like no other hot tub on the market, 
simply plug the high flow skimmer, attach 
a garden hose to the water bib near the 
equipment, turn on the tap and close the 
gate valve. The hot tub will now drain 
itself using the hot tub pump. Draining the 
hot tub does not get easier and there is 
no need for a submersible pump to drain 
the hot tub, or a Shop Vac to remove any 
water that is left behind by a traditional 
gravity drain system.

22
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No shop vac 
needed

No sump 
pump needed



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 300(
Hydropool 

Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs 
are over 

equipped with 
22 standard 

features.

specifications:
series silver gold

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 15 30
neck massage jets 3 4
micro arm jets 0 4
mini-directional jets 5 8
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 3 8
blaster jet 1 4
power roto jet 1 0
multi-port power massage jet 1 1
ozone jet 1 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 8 8
3-way power diverter valve  yes

electronics
dual speed therapy & circulation pump                   
North American 3HP 4HP
International 230V 3HP 4HP
electronic controls silver gold
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes yes

30” deep model specs.
seating: 3-4 persons
outer dimensions: 66” x 87” x 30”*†
(168 cm x 221 cm x 76.5 cm)*†
volume:  198 US gal / 750 L
weight full:  2260 lbs / 1025 kg

34” deep model specs.
seating: 3-4 persons
outer dimensions: 66” x 87” x 34”*†
(168 cm x 221 cm x 86 cm)
volume:  215 US gal / 814 L
weight full:  2386 lbs / 1082 kg

* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

Gold Series
Summer Sapphire



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 575)

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs

are engineered to be the 
most energy 
efficient hot 

tubs in the 
world

30” deep model specs.
seating: 4-5 persons
outer dimensions: 78” x 82.5” x 30”*†
(198.5 cm x 210cm x 76.5 cm)*†
volume:  280 US gal / 1060 L
weight full:  3156 lbs / 1432 kg

specifications:
series gold platinum

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 30 40
neck massage jets 4 2
micro arm jets 11 6
mini-directional jets 6 6
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 7 0
blaster jet 0 7
power roto jet 1 0
multi-port power massage jet 0 6
ozone jet 1 1
Micro Massage 0 12
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 10 12
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series gold platinum

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 4HP 3&4HP
International 230V 4HP 3&4HP
electronic controls gold platinum
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
time clock  yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
premium 20 LED lighting  yes
lock out mode  yes

36” deep model specs.
seating: 4-5 persons
outer dimensions: 78” x 82.5” x 36”*†
(198.5 cm x 210cm x 91.5 cm)*†
volume:  299 US gal / 1132 L
weight full:  3288 lbs / 1491 kg
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* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

Platinum Series
Silver Marble



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 595(

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs
are premium quality
hot tubs that provide the 
easiest to maintain
hot tub experience
in the world.

30” deep model specs.
seating: 5-6 persons
outer dimensions: 86.5” x 86.5” x 30”*†
(220 cm x 220 cm x 76.5 cm)*†
volume:  259 US gal / 981 L
weight full:  2790 lbs / 1266 kg

specifications:
series  platinum

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets  40
neck massage jets  4
micro arm jets  6
mini-directional jets  8
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets  0
blaster jet  6
power roto jet  8
micro massage jet  0
multi-port power massage jet  1
ozone jet  1
micro massage  6
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler  10
3-way power diverter valve  yes

specifications:
series  platinum

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American  3&4HP
International 230V  3&4HP
electronic controls  platinum
freeze protection  yes
pump purge  yes
bubbler purge  yes
time clock  yes
standby mode  yes
programmable filtration cycles  yes
electronic temperature control  yes
premium 20 LED lighting  yes
lock out mode  yes

36” deep model specs.
seating: 5-6 persons
outer dimensions: 86.5” x 86.5” x 36”*†
(220 cm x 220 cm x 91.5 cm)*†
volume:  288 US gal / 1090 L
weight full:  3102 lbs / 1407 kg

* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

Platinum Series
Mystic Emerald



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 625)

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs 

are over 
equipped with 

22 standard 
features.

specifications:
series platinum LE

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 40 44
neck massage jets 2 2
micro arm jets 17 21
mini-directional jets 6 6
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 0 0
blaster jet 3 3
power roto jet 4 4
multi-port power massage jet 1 1
ozone jet 1 1
Micro Massage 6 6
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 10 10
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series platinum LE

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 3&4HP 3&4HP
International 230V 3&4HP 3&4HP
electronic controls platinum platinum
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
time clock yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes yes
lock out mode yes yes

seating: 5-6 persons
outer dimensions: 83” x 83” x 38”*†
(211 cm x 211 cm x 96.5 cm)*†
volume:  378 US gal / 1431 L
weight full:  3964 lbs / 1798 kg
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* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

Luxury Edition
Glacier Mist



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 675 (

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs
are premium quality
hot tubs that provide the 
easiest to maintain
hot tub experience
in the world.

seating: 5-6 persons
outer dimensions: 83” x 83” x 38”*†
(211 cm x 211 cm x 96.5 cm)*†
volume:  378 US gal / 1431 L
weight full:  3964 lbs / 1798 kg

specifications:
series platinum LE

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 40 44
neck massage jets 2 4
micro arm jets 16 18
mini-directional jets 7 7
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 4 4
blaster jet 0 0
power roto jet 4 2
micro massage jet 6 6
multi-port power massage jet 0 2
ozone jet 1 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 10 10
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series platinum LE

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 3&4HP 3&4HP
International 230V 3&4HP 3&4HP
electronic controls platinum platinum
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
time clock yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes yes
lock out mode yes yes

* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

LE Model
Midnight Mist



Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs 

are over 
equipped with 

22 standard 
features.

specifications:
series platinum titanium

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 40 60
neck massage jets 6 6
micro arm jets 4 11
mini-directional jets 5 5
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 7 9
blaster jet 8 12
power roto jet 6 6
micro massage jet 1 8
multi-port power massage jet 2 2
ozone jet 1 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 10 10
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series platinum titanium

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 3&4HP 3&4HPx2pumps
International 230V 3&4HP 3&4HPx2pumps
electronic controls platinum titanium
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
time clock yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes yes
lock out mode yes yes

Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 700)seating: 6-8 persons
outer dimensions: 96” x 96” x 38”*†
(244 cm x 244 cm x 96.5 cm)*†
volume:  457 US gal / 1730 L
weight full:  4906 lbs / 2225 kg
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* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

Titanium Series
Midnight Mist



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 725 (

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs
are premium quality
hot tubs that provide the 
easiest to maintain
hot tub experience
in the world.

seating: 6-7 persons
outer dimensions: 90” x 90” x 38”*†
(229 cm x 229 cm x 96.5 cm)*†
volume:  410 US gal / 1552 L
weight full:  4900 lbs / 2223 kg

specifications:
series platinum LE

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 40 48
neck massage jets 2 2
micro arm jets 17 25
mini-directional jets 6 6
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 0 0
blaster jet 3 3
power roto jet 4 4
micro massage jet 0 0
multi-port power massage jet 1 1
micro massage 6 6
ozone jet 1 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 10 10
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series platinum LE

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 3&4HP 3&4HP
International 230V 3&4HP 3&4HP
electronic controls platinum platinum
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
time clock yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes yes
lock out mode yes yes

* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

LE Model
Cappuccino Mist



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 775)

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs 

are over 
equipped with 

22 standard 
features.

specifications:
series platinum LE

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets 40 48
neck massage jets 2 2
micro arm jets 17 25
mini-directional jets 6 6
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets 0 0
blaster jet 3 3
power roto jet 4 4
micro massage jet 0 0
multi-port power massage jet 1 1
micro massage 6 6
ozone jet 1 1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler 10 10
3-way power diverter valve yes yes

specifications:
series platinum LE

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 3&4HP 3&4HP
International 230V 3&4HP 3&4HP
electronic controls platinum platinum
freeze protection yes yes
pump purge yes yes
bubbler purge yes yes
time clock yes yes
standby mode yes yes
programmable filtration cycles yes yes
electronic temperature control yes yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes yes
lock out mode yes yes

seating: 6-7 persons
outer dimensions: 90” x 90” x 38”*†
(229 cm x 229 cm x 96.5 cm)*†
volume:  410 US gal / 1552 L
weight full:  4900 lbs / 2223 kg
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* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
** Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

LE Model
Midnight Mist



Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 800 (

Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs

are premium quality
hot tubs that provide the 

easiest to maintain
hot tub experience

in the world.

seating: 7-8 persons
outer dimensions: 96” x 96” x 38”*†
(244 cm x 244 cm x 96.5 cm)*†
volume: 471 US gal / 1783 L
weight full: 5130 lbs / 2327 kg

specifications:
series  titanium

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets  60
neck massage jets  4
micro arm jets  10
mini-directional jets  3
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets  9
blaster jet  26
power roto jet  6
micro massage jet  0
multi-port power massage jet  1
ozone jet  1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler  10
3-way power diverter valve  yes

specifications:
series  titanium

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 3&4HPx2pumps
International 230V 3&4HPx2pumps
electronic controls titanium
freeze protection yes
pump purge yes
bubbler purge yes
time clock yes
standby mode yes
programmable filtration cycles yes
electronic temperature control yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes
lock out mode yes

* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

Titanium Series
Cappuccino Mist



Hydropool 
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs

are engineered to be the 
most energy

efficient hot tubs
in the world.

Hydropool’s Self-Cleaning

Model 1038)seating: 8-10 persons
outer dimensions: 96” x 122” x 39”*†
(244 cm x 310 cm x 99 cm)*†
volume:  687 US gal / 2600 L
weight full:  7107 lbs / 3224 kg

specifications:
series titanium plus

jets and plumbing
total therapy jets  80
neck massage jets  6
mini-directional jets  14
mini-pulsator (swirl) jets  8
blaster jet  4
micro massage jet  40
multi-port power massage jet  6
monsoon jet  1
ozone jet  1
total air injectors 
w/optional bubbler  10
3-way power diverter valve  yes

specifications:
series titanium plus

electronics
dual speed therapy & filtration pump                   
North American 4HPx3 pumps
International 230V 4HPx3 pumps
electronic controls titanium
freeze protection yes
pump purge yes
bubbler purge yes
time clock yes
standby mode yes
programmable filtration cycles yes
electronic temperature control yes
premium 20 LED lighting yes
lock out mode yes
optional auxiliary control yes

the 1038 is  
avaliable in 

these acrylic 
colours:

Alpine
Mist

Caribbean 
Blue

Sahara
Granite

Silver 
Marble

Summer 
Sapphire
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* +/- tolerance of 1/4”
† Subtract App. 3”/8 cm to width & length when ordering without cabinet

Titanium Series
Silver Marble





when it’s time to relax, 
                    know your options.
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*Hot tubs colours may not be exactly 
  as shown due to printing.

personalize your Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub with these

great options and upgrades.

1) standard acrylic colors*
 Your Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub  
 is available in 10 exciting colors. 

Alpine
Mist

Cappuccino 
Mist

Midnight
Mist

Glacier 
Mist

Mediterranean 
Mist

Silver 
Marble

Summer 
Sapphire

Mystic 
Emerald

Moonscape

Odyssey 
Blue

1
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17” LCD Wide Screen TV 
With DVD Player  
(stereo required)

Models 800 and 1038 can be  
purchased with our video  

entertainment system which  
includes a waterproof 17” LCD screen  

that hydraulically lifts up and out of a specially  
designed housing in the hot tub shell. The  
system is cable and satellite ready 
and includes a waterproof floating 
remote control. The system also 
includes a marine grade DVD player. 

2) Hydropool surround  
     sound with subwoofer 
     & remote
Hydropool’s Surround Sound 
includes a waterproof AM/FM/CD 
Player with an MP3 input and 

proprietary circuits that automatically 
prevent distortion at high volumes. 

With 180 watts total power, a custom 
EQ  optimizes sound and  
automatically adjusts the various  
frequencies. The system comes  
complete with a floating waterproof  
remote control and an engineered  

subwoofer  that rounds out the sound by  
delivering deep distortion free bass. The  

remote also controls hot tub functions  
including up to three pumps, bubbler and  

lighting options for the ultimate in conve-
nience. 

4) cover options
Double Thermal Shield cover 
This patented ultra energy efficient 4” 
cover features a silver reflective lining,  

a bumper seal through the centre 
fold and around the outside  
perimeter to  ensure that the heat 
stays in and the cold stays out. 
There is simply not a   

better cover.
       

covermate I cover remover
Our most popular cover removal 
system is easy to use, is space efficient 
and simple in design. It has only one 
moving part and a built in stop  
mechanism and is absolutely  
trouble free.

covermate III cover  
remover
Manufactured from  
powder coated aluminum this 

cover remover is especially space ef-
ficient. The covermate III can be partly 
lifted at one side and the hydraulic 
pistons assist with the final removal of 
the cover. 

cover shelf 
The cover shelf allows  
for the hot tub cover to slide  
horizontally out of the way. If 

space behind your hot 
tub is not a  
factor, this is the most 

affordable way to remove 
and store the cover.

2

4

3) Premium Everlast  
    Cabinetry With  
    Removable Panels
Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs  

are available with our  
maintenance-free everlast  
cabinetry. This premium quality 
cabinetry is installed onto a sturdy 
wood substructure for the ultimate 

in durability and is embossed for the 
most realistic look possible. In the unlikely event 
that you require access to the hot tub plumbing 
or equipment, all four panels are removable for 
easy service access. Choose from Natural Cedar, 
Driftwood or Espresso finishes.

3

Driftwood

Natural

Espresso



customize your Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub

with even more great options
and upgrades

5) hydrotherapy options
 bubbler with aromatherapy  
 The air bubbler injects millions of  
 tiny air bubbles into the hot tub  
 gently massaging every part of  
 your body. You can load the  
 aromatherapy injector with our  
 special scented beads and create a  
 stimulating sensory experience. 

 refexology foot massage 
 You know how good a foot  
 massage feels and stimulating  
 the feet can relieve tension  
 throughout the body. Hydropool’s  
 Reflexology Foot Massage lets you  
 divert all of the water from one pump  
 through two monsoon footwell jets  
 to deliver powerful and vigorous  
 massaging streams to your  
 feet for maximum stress relieve  
 and hydrotherapy enjoyment. 

 premium waterfall jet (one is included) 
      The adjustable “Waterfall Jet”  
 helps release the body’s natural  
 endorphins that act as a natural  
 pain killer and help to relieve stress,  
 headaches and pain. 

6) lighting options 
 deluxe LED & garden FX 
      The deluxe LED lighting  
 upgrade adds 3 additional  
 20 LED lights (making a  
 total of four) to the hot tub  
 interior and helps you relax  
 while enhancing your hot tub  
 experience. The addition of  
 the garden FX lighting  
 creates a safe entry and exit  
 point to the hot tub that  
 automatically turns on and  
 off by means of a photo cell.

 

 galaxy LED &  
 waterfall lighting
     The galaxy lighting upgrade  
 adds up to 25 strategically  
 placed (dependant upon hot  
 tub size) LED point lights  
 around the top perimeter  
 of the hot tub shell. These  
 brilliant color sequencing  
 lights are complemented by  
 LED lights that illuminate the  
 water fall jet(s) discreetly  
 from behind.

5 6
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customize your Hydropool Self-Cleaning Hot Tub

with even more great options
and upgrades

7) step options
matching one or  
two tier step  
Hydropool’s one or two 
tier step makes entering 
and exiting  your hot tub 
safe and easy. Available  
in clear furniture grade  
cedar and maintenance 
free everlast. The matching 
two tier step complements 
the exterior cabinetry and 
completes most hot tub 
installations.

Two Piece Sectional Split Shell 
When the final installation location 

has limited access, Self-Cleaning 575 
is available in a two piece split shell. 
Move the two pieces into place and 
easlily bolt the two pieces together 

while making it permanently  
watertight with the supplied sealing 
instructions and product. The built in 

floor vacuum is eliminated when 
ordering a split shell hot tub.

40, 50 or 60 amp GFCI 
with sub-panel box
For your convenience a GFCI  

breaker can be conveniently  
installed into the included  

custom sub panel.

hot tub monitor 
The hot tub monitor is  
designed as a wireless hot tub  
control which shows water  

temperature and diagnostic  
messages and lets you adjust  

the water temperature, turn  
on/off the jets, lights from in 

side your home.
 
hand held jet
Get to those hard to reach  
places and deliver an  

invigorating deep tissue  
massage.

 
Safe T Rail

The Safe T Rail makes it easy  
to get in and out of the hot tub  
and adds an additional level of  
safety for everyone.

towel bar
The unique upright position  
allows towels and robes to  
remain close while keeping   
them clean and dry.

double cedar step

two tier step
natural everlast

two tier step
driftwood everlast

8

8) other popular options 
 & upgrades
 floating remote control 
 You can remotely control hot  
 tub functions such as pumps  
 and lighting as well as any of  
 the exciting audio visual &  
 sound options. 

Salt Water Bromine Generator
Provides unsurpassed ease and 
convenience in hot tub water 
sanitation. The system results 
in automatic crystal clean  
water and reduces the amount 
of work required to maintain 
your hot tub making the world’s  
easiest hot tub to maintain just that 
much easier.

single cedar step

7

two tier step
cappuccino everlast



surround yourself with…

Hydropool’s quality
entertainment.

speakers not 
exactly as shown.

floating 
remote control

AM/FM/CD Player

subwoofer

LCD wide screen TV

           With a touch of the floating key pad,          
   unique premium quality surround 
   sound system with water-proof 
    speakers and LCD television rise  
to new entertainment heights, providing 
the ultimate environment to maximize  
your relaxation experience.

Hydropool Surround Sound With 
Subwoofer & Remote 
Hydropool’s Surround Sound includes a  
waterproof AM/FM/CD Player with an  
MP3 input and proprietary circuits that  

automatically prevent distortion at high  
volumes. With 180 watts total power, a  
custom EQ optimizes sound and  
automatically adjusts the various  
frequencies. The system comes complete 
with a floating waterproof remote  
control and an engineered subwoofer that 
rounds out the sound by delivering deep  

distortion free bass. The remote also  
controls hot tub functions including up to three 
pumps,bubbler and lighting options for the 

ultimate in convenience.         

Note: This option may not be available       
on all models. Consult your local  Hydropool 
Retailer for more information.

17 inch LCD screen TV with DVD player  
(stereo required)
Models 800 and 1038 can be purchased 
with our video entertainment system which 
includes a waterproof 17” LCD screen that 

hydraulically lifts up and out of a specially 
designed housing in the  
hot tub shell. The system is cable and 
satellite ready and includes a waterproof 
floating remote control and a marine grade 

DVD player.

Ask your Hydropool Retailer for 
information about TV/DVD capability 
for the models 800 and 1038



enhance your hot tub with…

Hydropool’s 
salt water 

bromine system

 added convenience
 enhanced 

 water quality
 extended 

 water life

Hydropool’s Salt Water  
Bromine System
Provides unsurpassed ease and  
convenience in hot tub water  
sanitation. The system results 
in automatic crystal clean 
water allowing your filter and 
water balancing products to 
do their job without adding 
chlorine or bromine. The 
Salt Water Bromine System 
reduces the amount of work 
required to maintain your hot 
tub making the world’s easiest 
hot tub to maintain just that much 
easier.
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surround yourself with…

Hydropool’s quality
entertainment.



why choose Hydropool.
1) self-cleaning The technologically advanced self-cleaning system, 
 simultaneously removes surface debris and cleans the bottom 
 of the hot tub with its built-in floor vacuum.

2) quickdrain Find more time to relax in your soothing, bubbling 
 hot tub that actually drains its self with the hot tub pump. With  
 the convenience of the quick drain system and the science of the 
 worry-free Hydropool Self-Cleaning technology, you’ll wish 
 everything in life could be this easy.

3) double thermal shield energy efficiency Our innovative 
 Thermal Seal Blanket along with our superior 4 inch HydroWise 
 Hard Cover keeps the heat in and the cold out. Combine this  
 with our ability to utilize the excess heat created by the pumps  
 allows you to enjoy the benefits of hot water and hydrotherapy  
 for just a few cents per day.

4) versa massage Hydropool’s unique stainless steel “Versa Massage” 
 combines the benefits of all the best jet sizes, types and designs 
 available, ensuring you receive the customized massage just 
 right for you.

5) comfort The combination of deep recumbent seats, anti-float 
 loungers, shallow cool down and child seats with the industry’s 
 softest head cushions, results in the most comfortable hot tub 
 experience.

6) design Above and beyond being the best looking hot tubs in 
 the world, each model is engineered to comfortably 
 accommodate more users than similarly size other brands.

7) state of the art electronics Allows you to safely and  
 easily control all aspects of your hot tub experience while 
 in your tub and preprogram heat and filter cycles to optimize 
 non-peak electrical hours.

8) customization Allows you the flexibility of locating the 
 equipment in a remote location or deleting the cabinet 
 for in-deck installations.

9) warranty Our warranty can not be beat.  From top to bottom, 
 we stand behind our quality with a ‘straightforward’, no  
 nonsense full parts and labor warranty that will ensure expense  
 free hot tubbing for years. See Retailer for details. 

10) a company you can trust Standing behind your  
 Hydropool Hot Tub is a company that has been manufacturing 
 hot tubs since 1980 and is part of a 36 year old organization 
 dedicated to excellence in customer service.
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create your own oasis

speakers not exactly as shown.



HYDROPOOL
Self-Cleaning Hot Tubs

are the premium quality hot tub that 
provides the easiest to maintain 
hot tub experience in the world.

your authorized 
Hydropool Retailer is:

www.hydropoolhottubs.com

Hydropool Industries:
Tel: 905.565.6810

Toll Free: 1.800.465.2933
Fax: 905.565.6820

Email: info@hydropoolhottubs.com


